
Clothing Catalogue
A New Line of Association clothing for Instructors 

and Students
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Clothing Catalogue
Welcome to the new clothing catalogue of the three Combat Associations.

The BCA/BCKA clothing line has been popular for many years, but to the 
traditional ‘T’ Shirts, Sweats and Hoodies have been added a new range of Ts, 
Vests and Shorts in ‘Cooltex’ breathable/stretch fabric. These can be used as 
rash guards, under-Gi vests and general training wear. 

  All the traditional cotton tops are still available, but these are now 
restricted to black.

  At the present time, there are no traditional cotton tops available for the 
WCA, only the Cooltex tops and MMA style poly satin shorts.

  All tops, both cotton and ‘Cooltex’ are available with plain logos, as 
illustrated, or with INSTRUCTOR.

  To give maximum flexibility the sizes available are small, medium, large 
and X/Large.
 
Costs                                                                                            P & P
1. Cotton T Shirts BCA/BCKA                         £15.00                £3.50
2. Cotton Sweatshirt BCA/BCKA -                  £25.00                £4.50
3. Cotton Hoodie - BCA/BCKA (unzipped) -   £25.00                £4.50
4. Cotton Hoodie - BCA/BCKA (zipped)         £25.00                £4.50       
5. Cooltex T Shirts (New)  -                                £25.00                £3.50
6. Cooltex Vests (New) -                                     £25.00                £3.50
7. MMA Shorts (New) -                                        £25.00                £3.50

Nb. Post & Packaging (U.K.) above is for item. email the BCA office for a cost 
for the postage of larger orders. For overseas orders we will secure a cost 
when the order is known.  
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British Combat Association (BCA)

Available;
1. Traditional cotton ‘T’ Shirts  in black
2. Traditional cotton Sweatshirts in black
3. Traditional cotton ‘Hoodies’ in grey and black (zipped & unzipped) 
4. New - ‘T’ Shirts and Vests in ‘Cooltex’ breathable/stretch fabric (colours as 

shown below)
5. New - MMA style Shorts in heavyweight poly satin
All the above are available with the plain logo, but also with ‘Instructor’

Traditional cotton T’s, Sweats and Hoodies
As previously, we still have T shirts, Sweats and 

Hoodies (zipped/
unzipped) in black 

- plain logo or with 

Instructor.

NEW LINES
‘T’ Shirts in’ ‘Cooltex’ breathable/stretch fabric (colours available as shown below)             
2 Colours - Black/Red & Black/Blue 
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Vests in “Cooltex’ breathable/stretch fabric (2 colours combinations as illustrated).

MMA style Shorts in heavyweight poly satin -  2 Colour combinations - Black/Red & 
Black/Blue
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British Combat Karate Association (BCKA)

Available;
1. Traditional cotton ‘T’ Shirts  in grey or black
2. Traditional cotton Sweatshirts in grey and black
3. Traditional cotton ‘Hoodies’ in grey and black (zipped & unzipped) 
4. New - ‘T’ Shirts and Vests in ‘Cooltex’ breathable/stretch fabric (colours 
as shown below)
5. New - MMA style Shorts in heavyweight poly satin

All the above are available with the plain logo, but also with ‘Instructor’

Traditional cotton T’s, Sweats and Hoodies
As with the BCA, we can still supply T Shirts, Sweats and Hoodies (zipped/unzipped) in 
black and grey - plain logo or with Instructor.

NEW LINES 

‘T’ Shirts in’ ‘Cooltex’ breathable/stretch fabric (colours available as shown below)

NB; The white T Shirt and Vest have been designed to be worn under a Karate Gi, or 
without a Gi top. 

Vests in “Cooltex’ breathable/stretch fabric Colours available as shown below)
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World Combat Association (WCA)

Available;
1. New - ‘T’ Shirts and Vests in ‘Cooltex’ breathable/stretch fabric 
(colours as shown below)

2. New - MMA style Shorts in heavyweight poly satin

‘All the above are available with the plain logo, but also with Instructor

‘T’ Shirts in’ ‘Cooltex’ breathable/stretch fabric (colours available as shown below)

2 Colour combinations - Black/Orange & White/Orange

NB; The white T Shirt and Vest have been designed to be worn under a Karate Gi, or 
without a Gi top. 

Vests in “Cooltex’ breathable/stretch fabric. (colours available as illustrated)
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WCA - MMA style Shorts in heavyweight poly satin -  2 Colour combinations
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